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Consultancy Services
Security Audits & Inspections
Security audits for Commercial
Premises, Airports, Ports and
Shipping Vessels.
Regulated Agent Regime for
Airfreight Security
Study, Development and
Implementation of RAR in accordance
to ICAO Annex 17.
Hold Baggage Screening System
Study, Development and
Recommendations for HBS systems in
Airports and Ports.

Corporate Security
Training
Bomb Threat Management
Understanding & Managing Security
Threats
Security Management
Security Awareness for Employees
First Line Crisis Mitigation
Crime Prevention Techniques
Campus , Hospital and Hotel Security
Risk & Vulnerability Assessment
Basic Investigations Course

U.S. airlines facing pilot shortage
A storm is brewing in the cockpit of U.S. airlines: a pilot shortage.
Thousands of pilots are nearing the mandatory retirement age of
65, just as it is becoming harder to be a commercial airline pilot.
New federal pilot-rest rules and tougher qualification standards
requiring new pilots to have 1,500 hours of flight experience - up
from 250 - have come at the same time that throngs of senior pilots
will be retiring. Read more

TSA to Allow Duty-Free Beverages Through Checkpoints
Passengers arriving in the United States on an international
flight who have a connecting flight will be able to take their
duty-free purchases of liquids with them in carry-on luggage.
The Transportation Safety Administration, which is responsible
for managing airport security checkpoints in the United States,
announced a change to its liquids policy effective Friday. Read
more

Flight Crews Walk a Delicate Line with Unruly Passengers
A man boarded an Icelandair flight last year and allegedly drank all
his duty-free liquor, becoming inebriated to the point where he
engaged in a confrontation with a woman sitting next to him. He
was bound to his seat for the remainder of the flight by plastic zip
ties and duct tape. Sometimes passengers just don’t know when to
say when. The question is, how does the flight crew know when to say when before it gets to the
point of physical restraint? Read more

Delta's new 80's-themed safety video is, like, totally tubular
Delta Air Lines really wants you to watch its in-flight safety videos.
That's why the airline regularly creates new, amusing versions of the
same old boring safety videos you stopped paying attention to years
ago. Remember 'Deltalina,' which featured a sexier-than-average flight
attendant. The latest is an '80s-themed video featuring Kareem Abdul
Jabaar, Teddy Ruxpin and Alf, who needs help putting on his oxygen mask. Watch Video

Study: Level of airline complaints not based on service quality
Large airlines receive more negative feedback than budget airlines regardless of actual service
quality, a U.S. study of airline-related complaints found.A study at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology of complaints made to the U.S. Department of Transportation from 2002 to 2012
found passengers of low-cost upstarts tend to complain less even though the quality of service
may be the same as more expensive airlines. Read more
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Tie-up between City and Singapore police on the cards
The Bangalore city traffic police officers would soon be trained by
Singapore police on traffic management while the city police in
turn would train on managing law and order and crime
investigations. The decision has been taken during the
Confederation of Indian Industries (CII) partnership summit held
in Bangalore. Read more

Aviation &
Maritime Training

Russian FSB has poor record against terrorists

Aviation Security for Senior

The Russian agency taking a lead role in security for the upcoming Winter Olympics in Sochi has a
poor track record in Russia's anti-terrorism efforts, analysts familiar with the organization say.
The Federal Security Service — the successor to the Soviet-era KGB known by its Russian
acronym FSB — has been unable to handle numerous small-scale Islamist terror cells that are
increasingly common in the vast country, warn experts. Read more

Harper's national security advisor not convinced of airport spying
The prime minister’s national security advisor says that he’s not
“not entirely convinced” that Canada’s electronic spy agency
tapped into airport Wi-Fi to track the electronic devices of
Canadian travellers, but the metadata the agency does collect is
“within the legal parameters” of the agency’s mandate. Video
Report

Bag catches fire at airport
A suitcase checked in by a Thai passenger leaving for Cambodia caught
fire on the conveyor belt while being loaded on Bangkok Airways
Flight PG 931 from Suvarnabhumi airport to Cambodia, caretaker
Transport Minister Chadchat Suttipunt said. Mr Chadchat said
according to the report he received, some goods with a phosphorus
content, intended for an exhibition in Cambodia, were in the suitcase.
It was believed a chemical reaction caused by heat or friction started
the fire. Read more

Gardai smash 'sophisticated' IRA forgery ring

Management, Supervisors

AVSEC for front-line Security
Officers

Tactical Profiling Course

Bomb Threat Handling

Document Verification Course
(Travel documents)

Check-point Screeners Course
(x-ray)
Regulated Agent Regime for
Airfreight

Understanding Explosives

International Ship & Port Facility
Security Code
Maritime Security Audits &
Inspections

Senior officers said the dissident terrorists were producing "very
sophisticated" counterfeit notes at a printing press in Co Meath. And they
believed the renegade republicans were well advanced with their scheme
to infiltrate the money market with a large quantity of forged "fifties".
Read more

Report Cites Money Laundering, Terrorist Financing From Diamonds
he FATF and the Egmont Group of Financial Intelligence Units
collaborated on a typologies research project to identify the money
laundering and terrorist financing (ML/TF) vulnerabilities and risks of
the “diamond pipeline,” which covers all sectors in the diamond trade:
production, rough diamond sales, cutting and polishing, jewelry
manufacturing and jewelry retailers. Read more
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